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Hamilton® by MiracleCorp Introduces New Equine Grooming Kits

- Seven piece grooming kit for horses makes it easy for owners and handlers to regularly groom their animals. –

(Dayton, OH) – MiracleCorp is proud introduce the Equine Basic and Deluxe Grooming Kit designed to make grooming simple and convenient. The seven-piece Equine Basic grooming kit includes a reusable nylon tote, a mane and tail brush, a mane and tail comb, hoof pick, soft touch rubber curry, crimped bristle brush, and plastic sweat scraper. The Deluxe Grooming Kit includes a reusable nylon tote and five grooming tools; a mane and tail brush, a mane and tail comb, hoof pick, soft touch rubber curry, crimped bristle brush, and a rope horse halter with 7’ detachable lead that matches the bag (pictured above).

“According to the APPA National Pet Owners Survey, equine owners spend an average of $225 on grooming tools for their horses,” said Lori Fouts, Vice President of Sales Management for MiracleCorp. “We’re offering complete grooming tool kits equipped with all the most popular tools needed to get the job done, for well under that. Our tools are all high-quality Grooma® tools, so owners can rest assured they’re getting convenience at one great price.”

The high-quality Grooma® tools included in the kits are perfect for beginner equestrians that are getting horses ready for riding season. Hamilton® has been producing the highest quality premium nylon and leather products plus care and grooming tools for small and large animal products for over 40 years.

For more information on the new Equine Grooming Kits or additional Hamilton products please visit www.hamiltonproducts.com.
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About MiracleCorp:
MiracleCorp is the proud provider of thousands of innovative, premium products for animals, including health and beauty aids, grooming tools, collars and leashes, halters and leads, safety and agility flooring, food and functional treats and other original products. The Stewart® brand product line includes Pro-Treat® and Fiber Formula®, Flavor Enhancer®, Raw Naturals® and Raw Science®. Other MiracleCorp brands include Hamilton® and Miracle Care™, including Kwik Stop®, R-7®, Miracle Coat® and QuickFinder®. For more information on MiracleCorp and its wholly owned subsidiaries, visit www.miraclecorp.com or www.hamiltonproducts.com.